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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Today in America, there are millions of students who are overcoming challenging socioeconomic circumstances to excel academically. They defy the stereotype that poverty precludes high academic performance and that lower-income and low academic achievement are inextricably linked. They demonstrate that economically disadvantaged children can learn at the highest levels and provide hope to other lower-income students seeking to follow the same path.

Sadly, from the time they enter grade school through their postsecondary education, these students lose more educational ground and excel less frequently than their higher-income peers. Despite this tremendous loss in achievement, these remarkable young people are hidden from public view and absent from public policy debates. Instead of being recognized for their excellence and encouraged to strengthen their achievement, high-achieving lower-income students enter what we call the “achievement trap” — educators, policymakers, and the public assume they can fend for themselves when the facts show otherwise.

Very little is known about high-achieving students from lower-income families — defined in this report as students who score in the top 25 percent on nationally normed standardized tests and whose family incomes (adjusted for family size) are below the national median. We set out to change that fact and to focus public attention on this extraordinary group of students who can help reset our sights from standards of proficiency to standards of excellence.

This report chronicles the experiences of high-achieving lower-income students during elementary school, high school, college, and graduate school. In some respects, our findings are quite hopeful. There are millions of high-achieving lower-income students in urban, suburban, and rural communities all across America; they reflect the racial, ethnic, and gender composition of our nation’s schools; they drop out of high school at remarkably low rates; and more than 90 percent of them enter college.

But there is also cause for alarm. There are far fewer lower-income students achieving at the highest levels than there should be, they disproportionately fall out of the high-achieving group during elementary and high school, they rarely rise into the ranks of high achievers during those periods, and, perhaps most disturbingly, far too few ever graduate from college or go on to graduate school. Unless something is done, many more of America’s brightest lower-income students will meet this same educational fate, robbing them of opportunity and our nation of a valuable resource.

This report discusses new and original research on this extraordinary population of students. Our findings come from three federal databases that during the past 20 years have tracked students in elementary and high school, college, and graduate school. The following principal findings about high-achieving lower-income students are important for policymakers, educators, business leaders, the media, and civic leaders to understand and explore as schools, communities, states, and the nation consider ways to ensure that all children succeed:

**WHO THEY ARE**

* Overall, about 3.4 million K-12 children residing in households with incomes below the national median rank in the top quartile academically. This population is larger than the individual populations of 21 states.

* More than one million K-12 children who qualify for free or reduced-price lunch rank in the top quartile academically.

* When they enter elementary school, high-achieving, lower-income students mirror America both demographically
and geographically. They exist proportionately to the overall first grade population among males and females and within urban, suburban, and rural communities, and are similar to the first grade population in terms of race and ethnicity (African-American, Hispanic, white, and Asian).

**AN UNEQUAL START**

* Starting-line disparities hamstring educational mobility. Among first-grade students performing in the top academic quartile, only 28 percent are from lower-income families, while 72 percent are from higher-income families.

**LOSING GROUND DURING K-12**

* In elementary and high school, lower-income students neither maintain their status as high achievers nor rise into the ranks of high achievers as frequently as higher-income students.

> Only 56 percent of lower-income students maintain their status as high achievers in reading by fifth grade, versus 69 percent of higher-income students.

> While 25 percent of high-achieving lower-income students fall out of the top academic quartile in math in high school, only 16 percent of high-achieving upper-income students do so.

> Among those not in the top academic quartile in first grade, children from families in the upper income half are more than twice as likely as those from lower-income families to rise into the top academic quartile by fifth grade. The same is true between eighth and twelfth grades.

* High-achieving lower-income students drop out of high school or do not graduate on time at a rate twice that of their higher-income peers (8 percent vs. 4 percent) but still far below the national average (30 percent).

**UNFULFILLED POTENTIAL IN COLLEGE & GRADUATE SCHOOL**

* Losses of high-achieving lower-income students and the disparities between them and their higher-income academic peers persist through the college years. While more than nine out of ten high-achieving high school students in both income halves attend college (98 percent of those in the top half and 93 percent of those in the bottom half), high-achieving lower-income students are:

> Less likely to complete a bachelor’s degree than their higher-income peers (54 percent versus 78 percent)

> Less likely to attend the most selective colleges (19 percent versus 29 percent);

> More likely to attend the least selective colleges (21 percent versus 14 percent); and

> Less likely to graduate when they attend the least selective colleges (56 percent versus 83 percent).

* High-achieving lower-income students are much less likely to receive a graduate degree than high-achieving students from the top income half. Specifically, among college graduates, 29 percent of high achievers from lower-income families receive graduate degrees as compared to 47 percent of high achievers from higher-income families.

This pattern of declining educational attainment mirrors the experiences of underachieving students from lower-income families — they start grade school behind their peers, fall back during high school, and complete college and graduate school at lower rates than those from higher-income families. Our nation has understandably focused education policy on low-performing students from lower-income backgrounds. The laudable goals of
improving basic skills and ensuring minimal proficiency in reading and math remain urgent, unmet, and deserving of unremitting focus. Indeed, our nation will not maintain its promise of equal opportunity at home or its economic position internationally unless we do a better job of educating students who currently fail to attain basic skills.

But this highly visible national struggle to reverse poor achievement among low-income students must be accompanied by a concerted effort to promote high achievement within the same population. The conclusion to be drawn from our research findings is not that high-achieving students from lower-income backgrounds are suffering more than other lower-income students, but that their talents are similarly under-nurtured. Even though lower-income students succeed...
at one grade level, we cannot assume that they are subsequently exempt from the struggles facing other lower-income students or that we do not need to pay attention to their continued educational success. Holding on to those faulty assumptions will prevent us from reversing the trend made plain by our findings: we are failing these high-achieving students throughout the educational process.

**NEXT STEPS**

The time is at hand for targeting public policies, private resources, and academic research to help these young strivers achieve excellence and rise as high educationally as their individual talents can take them. Toward that end, our nation can take important steps to begin to bring this valuable and vulnerable population of students out of the national shadows:

> Educators, researchers, and policymakers need to more fully understand why, upon entering grade school, comparatively few lower-income students achieve at high levels and what can be done in early childhood to close this achievement gap.

> Federal, state, and local education officials should consider ways to broaden the current focus on proficiency standards to include policies and incentives that expand the number of lower-income students achieving at advanced levels.

> Educators must raise their expectations for lower-income students and implement effective strategies for maintaining and increasing advanced learning within this population.

> Educators and policymakers must dramatically increase the number of high-achieving lower-income students who complete college and graduate degrees by expanding their access to funding, information, and entry into the full range of colleges and universities our nation has to offer, including the most selective schools.

> Local school districts, states, and the federal government need to collect much better data on their high-performing lower-income students and the programs that contribute to their success, and use this information to identify and replicate practices that sustain and improve high levels of performance.

Importantly, as each of these and related efforts unfold, we must consider how advancing policies and practices that assist high-achieving lower-income students can be used to help all students.

The picture painted by this report runs counter to the expectations we have of our educational institutions. As we strive to close the achievement gaps between racial and economic groups, we will not succeed if our highest-performing students from lower-income families continue to slip through the cracks. Our failure to help them fulfill their demonstrated potential has significant implications for the social mobility of America’s lower-income families and the strength of our economy and society as a whole. The consequences are especially severe in a society in which the gap between rich and poor is growing and in an economy that increasingly rewards highly-skilled and highly-educated workers. By reversing the downward trajectory of their educational achievement, we will not only improve the lives of lower-income high-achievers, but also strengthen our nation by unleashing the potential of literally millions of young people who could be making great contributions to our communities and country.
DATA SOURCES, DEFINITIONS, AND METHODOLOGY

Data Sources
The analyses conducted for this report are based primarily on data from three nationally representative longitudinal surveys:

> Early Childhood Longitudinal Study — Kindergarten Cohort (ECLS-K) data were used to analyze the educational experiences of students in first and fifth grades. ECLS-K data are representative of first graders in 1999/2000 and of the kindergarten cohort in 2003/2004, when the majority of the original cohort was in the fifth grade.

> National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS) data were used to analyze the educational experiences of students in eighth and twelfth grades, and to analyze postsecondary entry and attainment rates. The NELS data relevant to this study are representative of eighth grade students in 1988; twelfth grade students in 1992; and the original twelfth grade cohort in 2000, eight years after high school graduation.

> Baccalaureate and Beyond Longitudinal Study (B&B) data were used to supplement the analyses of postsecondary experiences and graduate degree-attainment rates. The B&B data are representative of a cohort of students who completed baccalaureate degrees in 1992/1993.

Definitions Used in the Report

> High achievers are defined as students whose test scores place them in the top 25 percent of their peers nationwide on nationally normed exams administered as part of ECLS-K and NELS. For the analysis of graduate school entry and attainment, high achievers were defined using a combined SAT/ACT measure provided in the B&B data (see Appendices A, C, and D for additional details.)

> Lower-income and higher-income (or upper-income) are defined as the bottom and top halves of the family income distribution, adjusted for family size.

> Persistence rate is defined as the percentage of a given group of high achievers at one grade (first grade in ECLS-K and eighth grade in NELS) who remain in the top academic quartile at a later grade (fifth grade in ECLS-K and twelfth grade in NELS).

> Improvement rate is defined as the percentage of a given group of students in the bottom three quartiles of achievement at one grade (first grade in ECLS-K and eighth grade in NELS) who move into the top academic quartile at a later grade (fifth grade in ECLS-K and twelfth grade in NELS).

Methodology

> Existence: The number of high-achieving lower-income students currently enrolled in America’s schools was estimated by applying the average percentage of lower-income high-achieving students observed at different grades in the ECLS-K and NELS data sets to total public and private enrollment for K-12 in 2004 (see Appendix B).

> Persistence and improvement rates: In an attempt to remove the effects of regression toward the mean, persistence rates were estimated by restricting the population of high achievers to those students who were in the top reading and math quartiles at the initial period. Separate math and reading persistence rates were then estimated by determining who remained in the top quartile of math performance or reading performance, respectively, at the later period. Improvement rates were estimated by restricting the population to those students whose test scores were not in the top quartile of either math or reading at the initial period. Separate math and reading improvement rates were then estimated by determining who had moved into the top quartile of math performance or reading performance, respectively, at the later period. (See Appendix C.)

> Postsecondary and graduate school entry and attainment: Postsecondary education entry rates were estimated using the follow-up data on NELS twelfth graders. Graduation rates represent the percentage of these students who completed a bachelor’s degree within the eight years following high school graduation. Graduate school entry and degree-attainment rates were estimated using the B&B data. (See Appendix D.)
MILLIONS OF OVERLOOKED STUDENTS

In the United States, more than 3.4 million K-12 students achieving in the top quartile academically come from families earning less than the median income. Although the challenges of low socioeconomic status may be difficult to overcome, the presence of these 3.4 million students provides hope to others caught in similar circumstances. Even though they possess fewer resources and often suffer from low expectations in the classroom, many lower-income students still find ways to excel, giving us reason to believe that students can perform at very high levels despite economic disadvantages.

High-achieving lower-income students constitute an important, but scarcely understood, segment of American society. At 3.4 million, they outnumber the individual populations of 21 states. They consist of students in poverty and those from working-class families. More than one million of them — or approximately one-third — are eligible for free or reduced-price lunch.

THEY REFLECT AMERICA

High-achieving lower-income students are found all across the country, within every race, among both gender groups, and in every sort of geographic area. Specifically, high-achieving lower-income first grade students:

> Live in urban, suburban, and rural areas in numbers proportionate to the overall first grade population in America.

> Exhibit a racial and ethnic composition similar to the overall first grade population in America.

> Consist of the same proportions of boys and girls as the overall first grade population in America.

While there is some evidence that white first graders are slightly overrepresented and African-American first graders are slightly underrepresented, those differences are quite small. In other words, high-achieving first graders from lower-income families are demographically and geographically very similar to the population of all US first grade students.

The number of high-achieving lower-income students nationally is larger than the individual populations of 21 states.
The demographic composition of high-achieving lower-income students compared to the total population of 1st grade students is shown in the bar chart.

Disparity at the Starting Line

Although high-achieving lower-income schoolchildren can be counted in the millions, there should be many more. Specifically, we find that only 28 percent of top-quartile achievers in first grade come from families in America’s lower economic half, while 72 percent come from the top economic half. This finding suggests that disparities at the high end of achievement begin before children enter elementary school, a conclusion consistent with an emerging body of research on the effects that inferior early-childhood education has on school readiness of lower-income children.5

If childhood achievement levels were independent of economic background, we would expect that half of the top academic achievers would come from each half of the economic scale. The gap between our finding that 28 percent of high achievers in first grade are lower-income and the expectation that 50 percent should be lower-income suggests that nearly twice as many first graders from lower-income families could be achieving at high levels. Based on this expectation, 200,000 or more children from lower-income backgrounds appear to be lost each year from the ranks of high achievers before their formal education ever begins.6

Evidence suggests that lower-income children have inadequate access to the high-quality preschool programs that can significantly increase academic ability, cognitive development, social adjustment, and professional achievement.7 While that research has not been extended to analyze the effect of such programs specifically on advanced levels of achievement, it seems likely that the underrepresentation of lower-income children in high-quality preschool education programs contributes to the differences apparent in first-grade data. The demonstrated efficacy of many such programs in ameliorating overall achievement gaps suggests that the income gap at the high end of achievement can be likewise addressed, at least in part, by expanding access to high-quality early-childhood education for greater numbers of lower-income children.

Although they comprise half the student population, lower-income students make up only 28 percent of top achieving students in first grade.
Subject to low expectations and unchallenging coursework, many lower-income students with the ability to excel languish in their schools for years, performing well below their potential. Too often, these students never rise to achieve at top levels. Kourtney Lewis’ story illustrates what can happen when such students are challenged to perform at the highest level.

Although she always believed she was academically talented, Kourtney’s performance did not place her anywhere near the top of her class. She spent first, second, and third grades at a public school in her neighborhood, where she felt that her teachers were ill-equipped to feed her curiosities. “When I was in elementary school, my teachers didn’t push me,” she says. “They knew that I was different from other students and that school wasn’t a challenge for me, but they couldn’t do anything for me.”

At the age of 10, Kourtney transferred to a new school district as part of Metropolitan Council for Educational Opportunity (METCO), a voluntary desegregation program. The move ultimately afforded Kourtney opportunities she never had at her local school. Her new school district had a smaller student-to-teacher ratio and provided more resources per student than Kourtney’s neighborhood school.

When she arrived at her new school, Kourtney was placed in a remedial program. For a student who craved greater intellectual challenge and stimulation, being in remedial education was difficult. “When I was in the remedial class, I wanted to learn more, which made it really hard for me.”

It took the help of her mother, a mentor, and an intensive summer program to move Kourtney from the remedial program into advanced courses, where she has since excelled. With high expectations from those around her, Kourtney now says, “I know what I have to do to get an A.” And Kourtney has found earning top marks not just possible but probable. In 2006, she was recognized by METCO for earning the highest grade point average of all students in her grade in the Boston-area program.

Now in her sophomore year at a public high school in Lincoln, Massachusetts, Kourtney has her sights set on attending Stanford University or an historically black college or university when she graduates. She wants to pursue a career in law.
It is reasonable to expect that our educational system would help to correct the high-achievement disparity that already exists between lower-income and higher-income students when they enter first grade. Specifically, public education is supposed to provide opportunities for all students to maximize their potential and to reduce achievement gaps as students progress through primary and secondary education. If the nation’s achievement gap is to narrow further, high achievers from lower-income families (like all students) must be given greater opportunity to grow academically over time.

For the group comprising the top quartile of academic achievers to become more representative of America’s income distribution, our schools need to achieve two main objectives:

- Ensure that high-achieving lower-income students continue to achieve (or more frequently “persist” as high achievers).
- Help more lower-income students move into the top quartile of academic achievement (or “improve” into the ranks of high achievers).

So how are we doing on these two fronts? Not well, based on this report’s analysis of national elementary and high school student performance data. As time progresses, high-achieving lower-income students do not hold their own academically as well as their more affluent peers. In addition, during elementary and high school, students from the lower economic half rise into the ranks of high achievers less frequently than students from the upper economic half.

**Elementary School Achievement**

From the very beginning of their formal education, high-achieving lower-income students fall behind their higher-income peers. Between first and fifth grades, 44 percent of high-achieving lower-income students fall out of the top achievement quartile in reading, whereas only 31 percent of high-achieving students from higher-income families do so. While our research reveals a small gap in math persistence rates, that difference is not statistically significant.

Similarly, lower-income students who were not high achievers in first grade are decidedly less likely to rise into the high-achieving ranks in either reading or math by fifth grade. Examining the rates at which students move from the lower 75 percent of academic performance in first grade to the top 25 percent by the end of elementary school, we find that:

- 16 percent of lower-achieving students from the top economic half become high achievers in math compared to only 7 percent of those from the lower economic half.
- 17 percent of lower-achieving students from the top economic half become high achievers in reading compared, again, to only 7 percent of those from the lower economic half.

The gap widens further when we examine the highest and lowest income quartiles, adding more support to the conclusion that income is highly correlated with the likelihood of a student climbing into the top academic quartile.
High-achieving lower-income students do not hold their own academically as well as their more affluent peers. In addition, during elementary and high school, students from the lower economic half rise into the ranks of high achievers less frequently than students from the upper economic half.

HIGH SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT
In high school, the situation worsens for all lower-income students, whether or not they were already high achievers at the outset of high school. Indeed, our research provides strong evidence that lower-income high school students are less likely to remain or become high-achieving students than those from upper-income backgrounds.

For every 100 high-achieving eighth grade students in the lower economic half, 75 maintain their status as high achievers in math and 71 in reading at the end of high school, meaning that more than 25 percent fall from the top quarter of achievement. The retention rate among upper-income students is higher, with 84 percent remaining in the top level of achievement in math and 77 percent in reading. When we compare the lowest and highest income quartiles, the gap widens even further. For example, 28 percent of the poorest students slip out of the top achievement quartile in math compared to just 14 percent of the wealthiest students.

The difference in persistence between higher- and lower-income high achievers in high school is in large part driven by the gap among high-achieving boys. In math, only 13 percent of the higher-income boys fall out of the top quartile of achievement compared to 25 percent of lower-income boys. Similarly, in reading, 25 percent of higher-income boys fall out of the top quartile of achievement during high school compared to 36 percent of lower-income boys.
Disquieting Outcomes in Elementary and High School

Persistence rate is defined as the percentage of a given group of high achievers at one grade who remain in the top academic quartile at a later grade.

Improvement rate is defined as the percentage of a given group of students in the bottom three quartiles of achievement at one grade who move into the top academic quartile at a later grade.

**Persistence and Improvement Rates**

**Elementary School Persistence and Improvement Rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Higher Income</th>
<th>Lower Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**High School Persistence and Improvement Rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Higher Income</th>
<th>Lower Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** ECLS-K Longitudinal Kindergarten-Fifth Grade Public-Use Data File (NCES 2006-035). All observed income differences are significant at the .05 level except in math persistence, for which there is no statistically significant difference by income.

**Source:** NELS 1988-94 Data Files (NCES 2000-328R8). All observed differences are significant at the .05 level except reading persistence, which is significant at the .1 level.
Throughout America, there are millions of students excelling in school despite their families’ lower income levels. While they may encounter supportive teachers or challenging programs, these students’ opportunities are often prescribed by the limited educational resources available in their local communities. Tanner Mathison exemplifies such students.

Tanner vividly remembers when he first realized he might be “one of the smart kids.” It happened in fifth grade, when he won a toothpick bridge-building contest at his elementary school in rural Oregon. Once his bridge held 1,500 pounds without yielding, they stopped testing it.

Even at this early age, Tanner was feeling out of place in rural Oregon. His father had passed away a few years earlier, and the modest life his mother could afford did not include sufficient outlets for his academic interests. It seemed to Tanner that his teachers were often either not equipped or not motivated to encourage advanced students like him. “At my school in Oregon, no one talked about preparation for the most selective colleges—or college at all, outside of the typical options.”

Despite these challenges, Tanner persisted. Although he found subjects that interested him and challenged him to excel, he wanted more. While in middle school, Tanner earned a scholarship to attend private school. At his new school, Tanner encountered dedicated teachers and rigorous programs that unlocked his potential and captured his varied interests. In the summer, he also enrolled in courses that challenged him—engineering courses at Johns Hopkins University and a Duke University program in London focused on world politics. Tanner is now a freshman at Dartmouth College.

Tanner recognizes how fortunate he has been. He knows that most of the nation’s children do not have opportunities to attend schools — public or private — that adequately nurture and challenge student abilities. “There are a ton of smart, low-income students in this country who don’t have someone to speak for them—no one to get them access to the programs and enrichment they need,” Tanner says. “In modern society we tend to associate monetary gains with success, and sadly, with this paradigm, we often fail to recognize that academic talent can rest within lower-income students.”
In terms of improvement, or the rate at which students move from the bottom 75 percent of achievement in eighth grade into the top achievement quartile in twelfth grade, students from the top economic half continue to outpace their lower-income peers by more than two-to-one. By the end of high school, ten percent of upper-income students improve into the top quartile in math compared to only four percent of lower-income students, while 12 percent of upper-income students rise to that level in reading, compared to only six percent of lower-income students. Again, the disparity deepens at income extremes: for example, 12 percent of students from the wealthiest income quartile improve in math compared to just three percent of those from the lowest income quartile.

There are also significant differences in the high-school performance of different racial and ethnic groups within the lower-income high-achieving population. At the extremes, lower-income Asian students have a significantly better chance than other lower-income students of persisting in the top quartile of achievement in math during high school, while African-American students from lower-income families have a much smaller chance of rising into the top quartile in either math or reading during that period.

While the rate at which high-achieving lower-income students fail to graduate on time is about twice that of their higher-income peers, rates for both groups are far below the approximately 30 percent observed for all students nationally. Indeed, these data suggest that taking steps to increase the number of lower-income students who enter high school as high achievers is one way to ameliorate America’s dropout crisis.

**HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETION RATES**

While high-achieving lower-income students may drop down from the top academic quartile at a disproportionately high rate during high school, they are unlikely to drop out of high school altogether. Nationally, the dropout problem is severe, with nearly one out of every three students failing to graduate with their class.\(^1\) By contrast, 93 percent of students who were high-achieving and lower-income in eighth grade graduated on time, as did 97 percent of higher-income high achievers.\(^2\)
While high-achieving lower-income students may drop down from the top academic quartile at a disproportionately high rate during high school, they are unlikely to drop out of high school altogether.
Alarming Gaps in College and Graduate School Completion

The educational disparity between lower- and higher-income high achievers continues after high school. In comparison to high achievers from the top economic half, high-achieving twelfth graders from the bottom economic half are less likely to attend highly selective colleges, more likely to attend less selective colleges, and, most importantly, much less likely to complete college and graduate school.

**Strong But Lower College Entry Rates**

Regardless of their income status, high-achieving students go to college at rates far above the national average. Among twelfth grade high achievers, 98 percent of higher-income students and 93 percent of lower-income students enter college. Though relatively small, this income-related gap in college entry rates is not without consequence. If lower-income high achievers entered college at the same rate as the higher-income group, an estimated 11,000 additional lower-income students would be exposed to higher education each year, at least some of whom would presumably go on to complete a bachelor’s degree.

Nonetheless, it is extraordinary that more than nine out of every ten lower-income high achievers pursue a college education. This rate is not only greater than that for all lower-income students, but greater than the rate for high-school graduates as a whole, of whom eight out of ten enter a postsecondary institution. Unfortunately, a troubling set of dynamics comes into play when we look at the graduation rates of the high-achieving lower-income student population.

**The College Graduation Gap**

While 78 percent of higher-income high-achieving twelfth graders can expect to complete a bachelor’s degree, the same is true for only 54 percent of lower-income high-achieving students.

Among these lower-income high-achieving students who begin college at a four-year institution, only 49 percent complete a bachelor’s degree within six years. For those who begin their postsecondary education in community college, the chances of transferring and completing a bachelor’s degree are even lower—a mere five percent of lower-income high-achieving twelfth graders successfully transfer from community college to a four-year institution and complete a bachelor’s degree.

The fact that almost half of the highest achieving low-income students in the country fail to graduate with a bachelor’s degree is deeply troubling given the personal benefits that accompany a college degree and the added contributions college graduates can make to the economy and society. As we look for ways to increase American competitiveness globally and to foster equal opportunity domestically, the loss of significant numbers of high-achieving students during their postsecondary years is inexcusable.
In comparison to high achievers from the top economic half, high-achieving twelfth graders from the bottom economic half are almost as likely to enter college but far less likely to complete a bachelor’s degree.
Sara Brown-Hiegel

Each year, thousands of students from lower-income backgrounds leave college, falling short of the goals they set for themselves when they completed high school at the top of their graduating classes. Once in college, these high achievers face not only financial challenges, but the realization that their high school coursework did not prepare them for the rigors of higher education. Sara Brown-Hiegel is one such student.

Sara grew up in South Central Los Angeles, where she attended public school. Through hard work and the encouragement of her parents, Sara was accepted to a University of Southern California (USC) program for students with promising academic records. Sara felt lucky to be part of the program, as she knew her parents would not be able to afford to send her to college—especially to a school with tuition as high as USC’s.

Through USC’s Pre-College Academy, Sara participated in after-school programs, test preparation courses, and Saturday tutoring sessions. By doing well in the program and earning strong grades through high school, Sara secured admission to USC and a guaranteed full scholarship for nine semesters.

As hard as she worked in high school, Sara found college much more difficult than she expected. Initially, she was able to manage the requirements of college, but soon academic demands began to wear on her. “College was like a slap in the face,” she says. “I realized that all that preparation was to get me into college, not for college.”

“For the first year and a half I gave it my all… but then after a while I lost my motivation,” she says.

Sara wishes those at her high school had better prepared her for the workload and personal responsibility required during college. She felt that all the hand-holding she received through high school left her with a disadvantage once she had to do it on her own.

Sara now grapples with her future at USC after a full year out of school following three semesters on academic probation. She aspires to be a published writer and acknowledges that a college degree would be an important step in that direction. “It’s worth it,” she says. “Higher education is important.” And yet, as Sara prepares to reenter USC, she cannot predict if and when she will complete her degree.
Why so many high-achieving lower-income students do not complete college requires further study. It may be that financial limitations contribute to this shortfall, given the fact that college costs have risen at rates higher than both inflation and available need-based financial aid. Over the past five years alone, according to the College Board, the cost of going to college has increased 35 percent, while the main source of direct federal aid to lower-income students, the Pell Grant, has remained at just more than $4,000 annually per student. Moreover, recent reports suggest that increases in overall financial aid for college in the past decade have disproportionately benefited students from affluent rather than lower-income families. At the same time, many lower-income students lack sufficient information and guidance about financial aid and the college application process, keeping many qualified students from attending universities.

**THE LINK BETWEEN COLLEGE SELECTIVITY AND COLLEGE GRADUATION RATES**

Although it is clear that we need to understand more fully the reasons that many high-achieving lower-income students do not complete college, our research reveals one factor that strongly predicts success for these students: the selectivity of the college they enter. Specifically, the more selective the college a high-achieving lower-income student attends, the more likely that student will graduate; the less selective the college, the more likely that the lower-income student will leave before graduating.

For the high-achieving lower-income group, graduation rates steadily drop from 90 percent to 56 percent as school selectivity decreases. In contrast, more than 80 percent of higher-income students received degrees regardless of where they went to college.

Notwithstanding the greater benefit gained by lower-income high achievers when they attend highly selective colleges, it is the higher-income high achievers who do so more frequently. While enrollment rates in middle-selectivity schools are not statistically different for upper- and lower-income high achievers, at the extremes of selectivity, lower-income students fare worse. Specifically:

> 19 percent of high-achieving lower-income students attend the nation’s 146 most selective colleges, compared with 29 percent of high-achieving higher-income students.

> 21 percent of high-achieving lower-income students attend one of the 429 least selective colleges, compared with 14 percent of higher-income high achievers.

> 24 percent of high-achieving lower-income students attend community colleges while only 16 percent of high-achieving higher-income students do so.

This lower rate of selective-college attendance likely has many causes. High-achieving lower-income students may not attend more selective schools because the cost of tuition, room and board, and travel are (or seem) prohibitive. Lower-income high school graduates may also pursue college experiences that are closer to home, appear less intimidating, or offer the flexibility they need to simultaneously hold a job. In addition, evidence suggests that lower-income students may receive guidance from their high school counselors that pushes them to attend less-selective institutions. Although the precise reasons are not fully understood, the fact remains that there are large numbers of students qualified for admission to a highly selective university who never even apply.
For the high-achieving lower-income group, graduation rates steadily drop as school selectivity decreases. In contrast, more than 80 percent of higher-income students receive degrees regardless of where they go to college.
Motivated, talented students can, of course, receive a high-quality education at a community college or less-selective university. The unfortunate reality for high-achieving lower-income students, however, is that an important indicator of their future success in life — the likelihood of graduating from college — depends in substantial part on the selectivity of the school they attend.

Simply sending more high-achieving lower-income students to selective schools will not, in and of itself, close the graduation gap. Colleges at every level of selectivity should examine and emulate practices of institutions that graduate large numbers of lower-income students. A 2005 Education Trust report, for example, identifies a number of practices that promote high retention and graduation rates, such as focusing on the quality of undergraduate teaching, closely monitoring student progress, and ensuring that students are more fully engaged on campus during the freshman year. In addition, however, graduation rates for high-achieving lower-income students could be increased by making sure that they are ready for more selective colleges (rather than simply college-ready) and are aware of the rewards for attending such institutions.
Numerous challenges face the million-plus high achievers nationally who are living in or near poverty. Living in families that endure significant financial hardship, these students often become sidetracked. For many of these students, community college offers a second chance to prove themselves academically. Ryan Catala offers one example.

Ryan grew up too quickly. Although family struggles forced him to live with foster families and change schools frequently, Ryan was placed in a gifted program at an early age. But like many young people who find themselves in turbulent environments, gangs and drugs eventually lured him away from academics. By the time he was 17, Ryan was in prison. While sitting in his jail cell, Ryan realized that education was the way out and that he had much more to offer the world. After serving his time, he lived at the YMCA in his hometown and found a job there. He surrounded himself with supportive mentors who helped redirect him toward education and a productive life. He earned his GED and enrolled in Westchester Community College, commuting two hours to campus from the YMCA each day.

"The bus I took to school would pass the jail where I had been incarcerated," Ryan recalls. "It was a daily reminder of how bad my life had been, and it became symbolic. I was getting an education, and even though my school was less than a mile away from the jail, it couldn’t be more different in the direction it was taking me."

In community college, Ryan encountered teachers who supported and encouraged him to pursue his dreams. He completed his associate’s degree and transferred to Columbia University. Spurred by his experience, Ryan is interested in politics and the judicial system, and is currently working for the Yonkers City Council President. His long-term plans include law school, which he hopes will provide him with opportunities to help troubled youth.

Ryan recognizes that the difficulties he faced in childhood are not uncommon, particularly for low-income children. "I don’t think people understand what it means to go without a meal, or even several meals, because you don’t have the money," he says. "Imagine dealing with that at the same time as finals and term papers. That is often the reality for low-income students."
GRADUATE SCHOOL DISPARITY

Among high achievers who graduate from both high school and college, the income-related achievement gap continues into graduate school. High achievers who manage to graduate from college are substantially less likely to earn master’s, professional, or doctoral degrees if they come from lower-income families. Furthermore, the disparity increases with the number of years required to complete the degree. When compared with a higher-income peer, a high-achieving lower-income college graduate is two-thirds as likely to obtain a master’s degree but only half as likely to earn a Ph.D. This disparity matters not only because the students themselves earn substantially more on average per year if they have a professional degree ($119,343) or a Ph.D ($93,593) than if they have a master’s degree ($68,302) or bachelor’s ($56,740), but also because our society is deprived of highly-educated scholars and professionals from diverse backgrounds.26

FINDINGS MIRROR BROADER CHALLENGES

The fading educational attainment of high-achieving students from lower-income families from first grade through postsecondary education should seem familiar: it is not unlike the experience faced by all low-income students. Low-income children generally suffer inadequate access to high-quality preschool programs and start school with lower levels of literacy and school readiness than children from more affluent families.27 During K-12, their achievement and attainment levels slip more and more as the years progress, culminating in high school experiences marked by low GPAs and high dropout rates.28 Finally, lower-income students who manage to graduate from high school and enter college experience a drastic shortfall in college graduation rates.29

Thus, the conclusion to be drawn from our research findings is not that high-achieving students from lower-income backgrounds are suffering more than other lower-income students, but that their talents are similarly under-nurtured. Even when lower-income students succeed at one grade level, we cannot assume that they are subsequently exempt from the struggles facing other lower-income students or that we do not need to pay attention to their continued educational success. Holding on to those faulty assumptions will prevent us from reversing the trend made plain by our findings; we are failing these high-achieving students throughout the educational process.
Scott Keller

Even when they receive a quality education early on, many high achievers from working-class families find their educational opportunities narrowing as they get to high school and consider college. Notwithstanding their hard work and continued excellence, their educational progress is often stunted by the financial realities faced by their families and communities. Scott Keller’s story is illustrative.

Scott grew up on a livestock farm outside Humboldt, Illinois. According to the 2000 census, Humboldt is a town of 481 with a median household income of $45,625. Farms dot the landscape, and the largest employers are broomcorn factories.

Going to school in a town with approximately 150 children, Scott graduated with just 52 other students. While his small school offered personal attention, he felt stifled by the limited number of advanced classes. “Being from a smaller, poorer school district made for some disadvantages compared to what was offered to other students.”

Still, Scott stood out as the class valedictorian. While he knew what it would take to be first in his class at his local high school, he also recognized that fulfilling his dream of pursuing a career in medicine would require succeeding on a bigger stage. Like many students at the top of their class, Scott wanted to attend a top four-year university. But his high school had not fully prepared him, and finances were tight. Instead, he attended Lake Land Community College in Mattoon, Illinois, with a full scholarship. Scott is grateful for his community college education, recognizing that it offered him the opportunity to continue working towards his goal of becoming a doctor. “Education is the path upward and it opens doors—there’s no way around it,” he says. “If you have an education, there are so many more opportunities available than if you don’t.”

Unlike many other lower-income high-achievers, Scott’s education will continue beyond community college. A scholarship to a four-year university has unlocked a new set of opportunities for this aspiring doctor. Scott is on track to fulfill his dreams and to contribute to the health and welfare of his community.
We must adopt a broader vision that recognizes the immense potential of many lower-income students to perform at the highest levels of achievement and considers how to educate them in ways that close the existing high-achievement gap.

It is well-documented that the US economy’s evolution over the past 30 years has placed a premium on skills that require a postsecondary education. During the past decade, industry sectors in which jobs often do not require a college education — such as manufacturing and mining — have experienced negative growth, while the service sectors — the central hub of our “knowledge economy” — have grown nearly 20 percent. The US Department of Labor predicts that these trends will continue over the next decade, strongly suggesting the need for a more highly-educated workforce in the United States.30

While the incomes of people with a college education have always been greater than those of people who do not enter or finish college, this “college wage premium” has risen to historically high levels. In 2005, the earnings difference between those with a college degree and those with a high school diploma was greater than it has been at any point since 1915, when going to college was reserved for a relatively elite segment of the population.31 Today, average earnings for college graduates from all racial and gender groups are more than double the earnings for high school graduates and significantly higher than earnings for those who received only partial postsecondary education.32

In addition to earnings, a college education produces a range of benefits that are enjoyed not only by the graduates themselves but also by our nation as a whole. Reports by the College Board and the Institute for Higher Education Policy find that graduating from college correlates with better long-term health, a higher likelihood of voting, a smaller chance of being incarcerated, and less reliance on support from government-funded social support programs.33

Yet, even though our society has a stake in ensuring that high-achieving lower-income students complete their education and compete for higher-paying jobs, our nation largely ignores these students, and they remain absent from policy discussions. A review of current education
policy initiatives, educational programs, and academic research suggests that a substantial shift is needed if more is to be done to help high-achieving lower-income students. Simply put, these students will not receive adequate help under the status quo, in which lower-income students are generally treated as educational underachievers who need to be brought up to average attainment levels. We must adopt a broader vision that recognizes the immense potential of many lower-income students to perform at the highest levels of achievement and considers how to educate them in ways that close the existing high-achievement gap.

What would it take for such a shift to occur? What initial steps would educators, policymakers, and academics need to take to help create better outcomes for these students?

**HIGHER K-12 STANDARDS**

At the K-12 level, educators should view the findings in this report as a wake-up call, a signal that we are failing not only low-income students scoring below proficiency, but millions of students poised to achieve excellence. These findings raise a provocative question: Have we as a nation actually set our sights too low in our recent education reforms?

The major policy initiative driving K-12 practice today, the federal No Child Left Behind law (NCLB), does little in practice to encourage educators to learn about or close the high-achievement gap between higher-income and lower-income students. Because the core achievement goal established by NCLB requires schools to meet certain objectives regarding the number of students assessed to be proficient, the law does not set any standards related to students performing at advanced levels. As a result, NCLB creates no incentives for schools to maintain or increase the number of such students or to collect data on advanced learners. As schools and other educational programs for lower-income students have been pushed to increase the numbers of students who achieve proficiency, few have targeted services at high-achieving students or even assessed the effects of their programs on the number of lower-income students who reach advanced levels of learning. This reality is unlikely to change as long as proficiency remains the lone achievement mandate. If such policies allow schools to ignore the seven percent of the student population who are from lower-income backgrounds and achieving at advanced levels, we must ask whether the incentives under the law are the best they can be.

**The time is ripe in the United States for a discussion about whether schools should be held accountable not only for meeting proficiency standards but also for the performance of students at advanced levels.**

As policymakers, educators, civic leaders, and business leaders consider whether, and how, to strengthen and continue NCLB and related educational policy, they should pay close attention to research demonstrating that improving the academic environment for high-achieving students can benefit the entire student population. The time is ripe in the United States for a discussion about whether schools should be held accountable not only for meeting proficiency standards but also for the performance of students at advanced levels. At the very least, in light of the data presented in this report, policymakers and educators should begin a discussion at the federal, state, and local levels about whether and how to develop incentives that encourage schools to advance high achievement among lower-income students.
BEFTER INFORMATION AT THE K-12 LEVEL
Because federal education policy largely ignores advanced learners, inadequate information exists at both the state and federal levels about what is happening educationally to high-achieving lower-income students. To improve outcomes for lower-income high achievers, we will need better information about these students.

NCLB requires each state to establish a definition of “advanced achievement” and to collect and disseminate information on how well students achieve against state standards, including the number of lower-income students at advanced levels of achievement. In reality, however, when the federal government collects data on student achievement from states, it combines the number of students achieving at proficient and advanced levels into a single figure. As a result, the federal government does not provide states any incentive to measure and report on the advanced performance of high-achieving lower-income students. While looking for information at the state level, we found that, four years after the enactment of NCLB, nearly one-third of US states provide data that are inadequate to determine trends in achievement for advanced learners, or make no data on advanced learners accessible to the public.

STRONGER ENGAGEMENT AT THE LOCAL LEVEL
In both public schools and out-of-school programs, there are few initiatives aimed at better serving lower-income advanced learners. There are, however, some notable exceptions among magnet public schools and certain charter schools, which have not only seen most of their students achieve proficiency, but have also helped many reach and remain at advanced levels. Several relatively small out-of-school providers target services to high-achieving lower-income students, and a few larger programs for the most talented students make efforts to include appreciable numbers of lower-income students. Nonetheless, at the school-district level and among the larger out-of-school children’s programs in low-income communities, little effort is made to serve high achievers or even to assess the number of advanced learners.

If the education of this valuable and vulnerable population of high achievers from lower-income homes in the United States is to improve, a more rigorous approach to innovation and evaluation in this field is needed. Policymakers, educators, and other civic leaders must ensure that public and private entities identify the best strategies for sustaining and improving lower-income students' high levels of performance. Such an effort would require schools and out-of-school providers to collect and report data on their highest-performing students by income groups, and to test the effect that educational programs have on the number of high achievers and their yearly learning growth. Moreover, mechanisms must be established to allow local schools and other educational service providers to share what they have learned about what is working to better serve this noteworthy population.
Policymakers, educators, and other civic leaders must ensure that public and private entities identify the best strategies for sustaining and improving lower-income students’ high levels of performance.

**IMPROVED ACCESSIBILITY AND SUCCESS RATES IN HIGHER EDUCATION**

In higher education, lower-income students generally face several barriers to success, including decreasing levels of affordability, inadequate access to information about college, low levels of accessibility to a broad range of colleges, and insufficient programs to promote retention among those who enter college. Although existing research does not identify what role these barriers play in depressing the college-completion rate of high-achieving lower-income students, the fact remains that there are large numbers of students graduating from high school in the top academic quartile who never obtain bachelor’s or graduate degrees.

At the K-12 level, we need to expand awareness not merely that college is a possible destination point but also that a college degree is a critical step to a successful future. The fact that the number of guidance counselors in high schools has decreased, coupled with evidence that higher-achieving students from lower-income backgrounds are steered toward less-selective colleges, suggests the need to both expand and improve college-going guidance. Importantly, those entrusted with advising these students must understand and believe that lower-income students can succeed in a full range of postsecondary environments, including the most selective schools.

Colleges and universities can play a role in providing better information to students by reaching out to high-achieving lower-income students in innovative ways. Promising efforts made in recent years include programs that send newly-trained college counselors to high schools with low levels of college-bound graduates, and others that offer financial aid instead of loans to students whose family incomes fall below various thresholds. Colleges and universities should build on these initiatives and pursue other promising ideas. For example, our research shows that nearly one in four high-achieving lower-income students attends a community college, but earlier studies have estimated that fewer than one out of every one thousand students at the nation’s most selective private universities transferred from community college. Surely the opportunity exists to help greater numbers of community college students attend competitive universities for which they are qualified.

Those entrusted with advising high school students must understand and believe that lower-income students can succeed in a full range of postsecondary environments, including the most selective schools.
College and university presidents, administrators, and faculty need to learn more about why high-achieving lower-income students drop out of college (especially less-selective colleges), and to emulate practices proven to increase graduation rates. Promising efforts aimed at improving degree-attainment rates among high-achieving lower-income students include providing the students with unique, intensive academic and social experiences, and establishing learning communities among groups of lower-income high achievers. However, while a significant amount of research has addressed how to improve higher education degree-attainment rates for all students, inadequate attention has been paid to practices that help the attainment of high-achieving lower-income students.

**Better Information at the Higher-Education Level**

To target and assess efforts to increase college accessibility and degree attainment, better data will be needed. Insufficient information is available to assess the entry and success rates of high-achieving lower-income college students currently enrolled in postsecondary education. Most notably, the main federal sources of student data include information about race, gender, age, and other attributes of students at America’s colleges and universities, but they do not tell us much about the economic background of the students, including the number with Pell Grants. Indeed, the federal government does not require postsecondary institutions to report graduation rates by Pell Grant recipient status or any other income indicator. And while some states and institutions have worked to implement data systems that include information about the college success rates of lower-income students, these systems are not coordinated with one another. As a result, college leaders and policymakers cannot easily identify, implement, or fund programs that improve graduation rates among high-achieving lower-income students.

Better data must also be made publicly available if students are to have the information they need to assess the relative effectiveness of individual colleges. Currently, for example, a lower-income student deciding where to apply to college could not, for most public and private institutions, find an answer to the simple question: “What is the graduation rate among students like me?”

The federal government should provide guidance to institutions and to states that are working to develop the kinds of data systems needed to collect this information, and should provide incentives for them to collect and use the data to identify and implement initiatives that improve the graduation rates of lower-income students. Such data should also be made centrally accessible so that policymakers, administrators, government officials, and, importantly, lower-income students and their families can assess the effectiveness of accessibility and retention initiatives within individual colleges and state systems.

**Greater Attention Within Academic Research**

As noted throughout this report, academic research has focused little on high-achieving lower-income students. Most reports on achievement differences between income groups divide the population by income and then look at average achievement for each group. Consequently, we have a clear picture that students from lower-income families tend to perform worse on average than their more affluent peers, but little information about what is happening at the high end of achievement.

Studies have found that lower-income students start kindergarten with substantially lower cognitive skills than their more advantaged peers, attend worse schools, score lower on standardized tests, enroll less often in AP classes, are less likely to graduate from high school, and less frequently go to college. The limited research available on high-achieving lower-income students suggests that similar deficits exist for this population. For example,
College leaders and policymakers need better data to identify practices that most effectively improve graduation rates among high-achieving lower-income students.

Summer learning loss tends to be greater for high-achieving students from low-income schools than for high-achieving students from high-income schools. Gifted students from the bottom socioeconomic quartile are more likely to drop out of high school than those from the top quartile. Additionally, large numbers of low-income students qualified to attend the most competitive universities never even apply.

Nonetheless, the limited available research leaves significant gaps in our understanding of the obstacles facing lower-income high-achieving students. We hope that the data in this report will spur additional research efforts addressing such questions such as:

- What effect does early childhood education have on lower-income students’ emergence as high achievers in first grade and beyond?

- What effect do different efforts to increase the number of low-income K-12 students achieving proficiency have on the number who remain or become high achievers?

- How does serving high-achieving lower-income students in a targeted way affect the educational outcomes of other students?

- What are the most effective counseling, teaching, and financial aid strategies for increasing the rates at which high-achieving lower-income students attain college and graduate degrees?

- What can be done to overcome the barriers that prevent additional lower-income students from applying to more selective colleges and, when they are accepted, attending those institutions?

- Why do high-achieving lower-income students have significantly lower graduation rates when they attend less-selective colleges and universities?
Conclusion

When viewed as a single narrative, the experience of the high-achieving lower-income student is alarming. It is marked by disadvantage through elementary school, unequal opportunity in high school, and inferior rates of college and graduate-school completion. The simple summary of the quandary facing the 3.4 million high-achieving lower-income students is that, at every step of the educational process, they face significant obstacles to continuing their high levels of achievement. They have the ability to excel in college and achieve the highest levels of success in their chosen fields, but they are less likely to have the social and financial resources necessary to get there.

That these facts are so little known has helped to perpetuate a general public attitude that these students either do not exist in appreciable numbers or are continuing to succeed in their current environments. As this report shows, the opposite is true. There are 3.4 million lower-income high achievers who need support to sustain and improve upon their high levels of academic achievement during K-12. Once they graduate, they need help to ensure that they complete the undergraduate and graduate programs necessary for them to reach their full potential.

At their best, American schools are engines of social mobility, enabling individuals from the toughest economic circumstances to advance as far as their abilities and hard work can take them. But these engines of mobility are sputtering for those lower-income students who are showing the most academic promise. Our nation can, and must, do better. We must ensure that our educational systems and reforms advance the life prospects of all students, including those disadvantaged students already excelling, who have great potential to make significant contributions to our society and world.
The analyses conducted for this report are based, primarily, on data from three nationally representative longitudinal surveys:

- The Early Childhood Longitudinal Study — Kindergarten Cohort (ECLS-K)
- The National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS)
- The Baccalaureate and Beyond Longitudinal Study (B&B)

Data from ECLS-K were used to study the educational experiences of students in first, third, and fifth grades, while NELS data were used to analyze students in eighth and twelfth grades. Some members of the NELS cohort were also surveyed eight years after the majority graduated from high school; data on these students span sufficient time after graduation to examine the postsecondary experiences of the cohort.

It is important to note that the NELS and ECLS-K were conducted at different points in time. The NELS data are representative of: eighth grade students in 1988; tenth grade students in 1990; twelfth grade students in 1992; and twelfth graders from the 1992 class in 2000. The ECLS-K data are more recent and represent: kindergartners in 1998/99; first grade students in 1999/2000; the kindergarten cohort in 2001/02, who are mainly third grade students; and the kindergarten cohort in 2003/04, who are mainly fifth grade students.

B&B followed a cohort of students who completed their baccalaureate degrees in 1992/93. These data support a different analysis of postsecondary experiences than can be conducted using the NELS data. In particular, B&B data were used to examine the graduate school experience because the study cohort is representative of students most likely to attend graduate school. Further, the 10 years between the first and most recent survey waves mitigates the confounding influence of delayed graduate school entry, thereby producing a better portrait of graduate attendance and attainment. More details on these analyses are in Appendix D.

### Defining High Achievement and Lower-income

For the research on elementary and high school experiences, high achievement is defined as the top quartile of academic performance on nationally normalized exams administered as part of the ECLS-K and the NELS. Lower-income is defined as the bottom half of the family-size adjusted income distribution.

### Academic Performance

For both the ECLS-K and the NELS, item response theory (IRT) had been employed to compute test scores that are comparable between students. IRT scoring uses the overall pattern of right and wrong responses to estimate a student’s true ability, taking into account the difficulty, discriminating ability, and “guess-ability” of the items administered. To further facilitate comparisons between students, norm-referenced measures of achievement, i.e., estimates of achievement level relative to one’s peers, were used in this research. A high norm-referenced (standardized) score for a particular subgroup indicates that the group’s performance is high in comparison to other groups. It does not mean that group members have mastered a particular set of skills, only that their mastery level is greater than a comparison group.

While separate norm-referenced reading and mathematics test scores are available for grades one, three, and five, where possible, we preferred to define the top academic quartile using a composite measure of reading and math performance at each grade level. Thus, for the ECLS-K, composite test scores were constructed following the procedure used to create the composite test scores available on the NELS data file for grades eight and twelve. The first step was to create an equally weighted average of the standardized reading and mathematics scores. For cross-sectional analyses, the resulting values were then re-standardized within year, using the appropriate cross-sectional survey weight, to have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. For longitudinal analyses, the reading, math, and composite test scores were re-standardized within year, using the appropriate longitudinal survey weight, to have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 across the same cohort of students at each grade.

The ECLS-K variables used to determine academic performance differed slightly between the cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses. Updated IRT scores were released on
later data files but only for the students who remained in the longitudinal survey. Therefore, updated measures were not available for all students in the first and third grade cross-sectional samples. For cross-sectional analyses, composite test scores for first grade students were created using the variables, \( C4RRTSCO \) (reading IRT t-score) and \( C4RMTSCO \) (math IRT t-score). The corresponding variables, \( C5R2RTSC \) and \( C5R2MTSC \), were used to create composite test scores for third grade students, and the variables, \( C6R3RTSC \) and \( C6R3MTSC \), were used to create fifth grade composite test scores. For longitudinal analyses, the updated equivalents of the first grade reading and math IRT scores, \( C4R3RTSC \) and \( C4R3MTSC \), were used along with \( C6R3RTSC \) and \( C6R3MTSC \). See Appendix C.

Composite test scores already existed in the NELS data file and updated IRT scores were available for all students. The variables used to determine academic performance in the cross-sectional analyses were the reading and math composite IRT t-scores, \( BY2XCOMP \) and \( F22XCOMP \), for eighth and twelfth grade, respectively. For longitudinal analyses of high school experiences, the following reading and math IRT t-scores were used: \( BY2XRSTD \), \( BY2XMSTD \), \( F22XRSTD \), and \( F22XMSTD \). See Appendix C.

**ACADEMIC QUARTILES**

Academic quartiles were defined in slightly different ways for the cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses conducted as part of this research. The cross-sectional quartiles were determined by the test performance of the “in grade” students in the sample, using appropriate cross-sectional weights. Using this definition, high achievement is to be interpreted relative to the performance of the nation’s students in a given grade.  

For the longitudinal analyses, we used a cohort-based definition of academic quartiles. The longitudinal quartiles were determined by the test performance of the same cohort of students at each point in time, regardless of whether they subsequently remained “in grade”. Quartile boundaries were computed using appropriate longitudinal weights. While this definition differs slightly from that used for the cross-sectional analyses, it does facilitate “zero-sum” accounting of the flows into and out of specific academic quartiles over time. Using this definition, high achievement is to be interpreted relative to the national population represented by the initial cohort, keeping in mind that not all these students remain “in grade” as they progress through school.

**ADJUSTED INCOME**

Family income was adjusted for family size to develop a normalized measure of financial need. Following Johnson, Smeeding, and Torrey (Monthly Labor Review, 2005), we used a constant-elasticity, single-parameter equivalence scale which is created by dividing income by the square root of family size. In other words, income was adjusted in a non-linear fashion to account for the diminishing financial burden of increased family size. While other scales exist (e.g., Henderson, BLS poverty scale, and the new OECD equivalent scale), we chose to use this scale because it offers a reasonable adjustment with minimal informational requirements.

In both the ECLS-K and NELS data files, family income is available only as a categorical variable representing income ranges. Family-size adjusted income was computed by dividing the midpoints of the income range by the square root of family size. Due to lumping of the resulting family-size adjusted income values, a further procedure was used to assign students to income quartiles. This involved modeling the log of family-size adjusted income and, where necessary, using predicted values from the model to distinguish between cases with the same actual value.

The following variables from the ECLS-K data files were used as the measures of family income in the first, third, and fifth grades, respectively: \( W1INCCAT \), \( W3INCCAT \), and \( W5INCCAT \). No direct measure of family size was available so this was estimated from information on family composition. The NELS variables used as the measures of family income in the eighth and twelfth grades were, \( BYFAMINC \) and \( F2P74 \), respectively. The variables, \( BYFAM-SIZ \) and \( F2FAMSIZ \), indicated family size.

**USE OF AVERAGE INCOME FOR LONGITUDINAL ANALYSES**

Income is known to fluctuate between any two periods of time (see, for example, Rose and Hartmann, 2004). Therefore, even though the amount of fluctuation between above and below the median level over time is small, we chose to remove this component of change from the longitudinal analyses of academic performance by using average family-size adjusted income over the period of interest.

**INCOME QUARTILES**

The definition of lower-income used in this study depends only on halves of the family-size adjusted income distribution. Operationally, however, lower-income was determined
by forming and then combining income quartiles. Income quartiles were also defined in slightly different ways for the cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses. However, unlike the cross-sectional academic quartiles, the corresponding income quartiles were determined using data on all students in the cross-sectional sample, using appropriate weights. Using this definition, lower-income is to be interpreted relative to the nation’s students who: started kindergarten in 1998/99 or first grade in 1999/2000 (for ECLS-K); started eighth grade in 1987/88 (for NELS eighth grade estimates); and who started eighth grade in 1987/88 or tenth grade in 1989/90 or twelfth grade in 1991/92 (for NELS twelfth grade estimates).

For the longitudinal analyses, income quartiles were defined using average income over the period of interest and were created using a procedure identical to that for forming the longitudinal academic quartiles. Using this definition, lower-income is to be interpreted relative to the national population represented by the initial cohort, keeping in mind that not all these students remain “in grade” as they progress through school.

**Missing Data and Survey Estimates**

**MISSING DATA**

For the ECLS-K and the NELS, missing data values for key analytic variables (test scores, family income, and family size) were imputed. The imputation approach varied depending upon the variable and the survey. For example, missing data on family size were completed logically based on other relevant information. Family income had already been imputed in the ECLS-K data files, but for the NELS it was imputed using hot-deck procedures. Missing first, third, and fifth grade test scores were also imputed using hot-deck procedures. For grades eight and twelve, test scores were imputed using the multiple imputation procedure available as part of the SAS software package. However, multiple values (five) were only created for twelfth-grade scores in order to reflect the higher level of missing data for this grade and to incorporate this uncertainty into associated estimates of variance.

**ANALYTIC WEIGHTS AND ELIGIBILITY**

Cross-sectional analyses of first, third, and fifth grade students were weighted using the variables C4PWO, C5PWO, and C6PWO, respectively. The replicate weights associated with each of these full sample weights were used for variance estimation. “In grade” students were identified using the variables T4GLVL, T5GLVL, and T6GLVL. Longitudinal analyses based on the ECLS-K data were weighted using the variable C456PWO (along with the associated replicate weights). These weights are appropriate for analyses that involve both parent- and child-level data, for example, family income and student academic performance.

Cross-sectional analyses of eighth and twelfth grade students were weighted using the variables BYQWT and F2QWT, respectively. “In grade” students were identified using the variables BYQFLG and F2SEQFLG. Longitudinal analyses of transitions between eighth and twelfth grades (including studies of dropout status) were weighted using the variable F2PNLWT.

**STATISTICAL TESTING**

Each of the three surveys used in this research — ECLS-K, NELS, and B&B — employed complex survey designs that must be accounted for when computing standard errors, confidence intervals, and conducting statistical tests. Release 9.0.1 of the SUDAAN software package was used for this purpose. For ECLS-K, variances were estimated using the replicate weights provided on the data files. For the other two surveys, strata and primary sampling unit (PSU) information was used in variance estimation. For NELS, strata and PSU identifiers are nested in the student ID, while the relevant variables from the B&B data file are TAYSTR03 and TAYREP03. The multiple imputed values for missing twelfth grade test scores were properly taken into account by the variance estimation procedures.
Recall that ECLS-K and NELS data were collected during different time periods. Therefore, to make estimates time-comparable, we adjusted each of the above class sizes to a common year by using enrollment data (not shown) from the Projections of Education Statistics through 2015 and from tables provided by NCES. It is necessary to assume that the relationship between income and academic performance does not change over time for this adjustment to be meaningful. Using this process we were able to estimate that 3.4 million high-achieving lower-income students existed in the K-12 education system as of 2004. This estimate was calculated using the average percentage of such students per grade (6.5 percent based on the figures in Table 1), assuming that this average applies equally well to the grades for which we had no estimates. This assumption is reasonable given the consistency of the estimates across grades and data sources.

Number of High Achievers Eligible for Free or Reduced-Price Lunch

The following analysis was used to estimate the number of high-achieving lower-income students who qualify for the federal subsidized meals program. Since the family-size adjusted income measure used in this report to define lower-income differs from the measure used to define poverty, it was necessary to compare tables of survey income ranges by family size with historic poverty guidelines for the appropriate years. Upper income limits corresponding to 1.3 and 1.85 times the poverty line were derived for each family size according to the guidelines, and the percentages of high-achieving lower-income students with family incomes below these limits were estimated. To obtain conservative estimates, only income ranges that fall entirely below the upper limits were considered eligible. For example, in 1988 the poverty line was $5,770 for one person plus $1,960 for each additional family member. For a family of four, this equates to free and reduced-price lunch eligibility limits of $15,145 and $21,553, respectively. The closest NELS income ranges are $15,000-$19,999 and $20,000-$25,000, but since $21,553 does not fall entirely within the second interval, only eighth graders whose family incomes were below $19,999 were counted as eligible for free or reduced-price lunch.

Using this methodology, the percentages of high-achieving lower-income students estimated to be eligible for free or reduced-price lunch at the time of the relevant survey waves are: 70 percent for first grade, 58 percent for fifth grade, 49 percent for eighth grade, and 54 percent for twelfth grade. The decrease in eligibility between first and fifth grades may result from one or more of the following facts: ECLS-K was not freshened to be fully representative of fifth graders, the above estimates are based on “in grade” students, and out-of-grade status appears to be correlated with income. Based on the assumption that families of high-achieving lower-income students are similarly spread across the income ranges in the grades for which we have no estimates, we conclude that at least one million (and likely more) of the estimated 3.4 million high-achieving lower-income students in 2004 were eligible for free or reduced-price lunch.

First Grade Representation by Gender, Urbanicity, and Race

Cross-sectional estimates of the distributions of gender, type of geographic area, and race/ethnicity among high-achieving

### APPENDIX B: DEMOGRAPHICS

#### Number of High-Achieving Lower-Income Students in K-12

Cross-sectional estimates of the percentage of students who are high-achieving lower-income students are given in Table 1 and average approximately 6.5% of each grade.

| TABLE 1: PERCENTAGE OF HIGH-ACHIEVING LOWER-INCOME STUDENTS, BY GRADE |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|---------------|---------|----------------|
| Percentage of “In-Grade” Students Who Are High-Achieving Lower-Income Students | ECLS-K | NELS |
| Grade 1 | Grade 3 | Grade 5 | Grade 8 | Grade 12 |
| 6.9 | 6.1 | 6.0 | 7.0 | 6.5 |
| 95% C.I. | (6.3, 7.5) | (5.5, 6.8) | (5.2, 6.8) | (6.4, 7.5) | (6.0, 7.0) |
lower-income first grade students were computed and compared to these distributions for all “in grade” first graders. The results are given in Tables 2–4. The following variables from the ECLS-K first grade data file were used for this purpose: RACE, GENDER, and R4URBAN.

The variable RACE was condensed; in particular the values 3 and 4 were recoded as Hispanic and the values 6, 7, and 8 were combined as American Indian, mixed race, and other. Estimates for the latter category are not reported because, even when aggregated, sample sizes are small. The variable, R4URBAN, was recoded such that “large and mid-sized city” is labeled “urban”, “large and mid-sized suburb and large town” is labeled “suburban”, and “small town and rural” is labeled “rural.”

### Table 2: Gender Distribution (With 95% C.I.’s) Among First Grade Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All First Graders</th>
<th>Lower-Income High Achievers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>51% (50, 52)</td>
<td>51% (46, 55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>49% (48, 50)</td>
<td>49% (45, 54)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Urbanicity Distribution (With 95% C.I.’s) Among First Grade Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All First Graders</th>
<th>Lower-Income High Achievers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>35% (31, 38)</td>
<td>32% (27, 37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>42% (37, 47)</td>
<td>40% (33, 48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>20% (16, 24)</td>
<td>23% (17, 28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Race/Ethnicity Distribution (With 95% C.I.’s) Among First Grade Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All First Graders</th>
<th>Lower-Income High Achievers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>57% (54, 60)</td>
<td>61% (56, 66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>17 (15, 18)</td>
<td>14 (11, 17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>19 (17, 21)</td>
<td>16 (13, 21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>3.0 (2.6, 3.5)</td>
<td>4.6 (3.1, 6.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 2–4 show that the gender, urbanicity, and race/ethnicity distributions of high-achieving lower-income first grade students are similar to those of all first graders. Tests confirm that there are no statistically significant differences at the 0.05 level, except for the percentages of white and African-American students. For these characteristics, the test statistics are very close to the nominal 0.05 significance level and the differences between the percentages for high-achieving lower-income students and all first grade students are not large.
APPENDIX C: PERSISTENCE AND IMPROVEMENT RATES
Methodology and Results

This report examines the persistence rates of high achievers, defined as the percentage of students in the top test quartile at a given grade who are still high achievers at a later grade. It also examines the improvement rates of students who are not high achievers, defined as the percentage of students in the bottom three test quartiles at a given grade who have moved into the top quartile at a later grade. These rates are computed using first and fifth grade data from the ECLS-K, and using eighth and twelfth grade data from the NELS. Note that in neither case do the estimates take into account movement of students into and out of the top test quartile in grades between the two endpoints.

Analyses of change using test scores must consider a statistical phenomenon known as regression toward the mean. In this setting, regression toward the mean results from the fact that there is some measurement error associated with the observed test scores. Consequently, scores that were above or below the mean on an initial test will tend to move toward the average on a subsequent test. If, say, a particular group of students has a higher-than-average mean score, the group mean will regress toward the overall mean. The more extreme the group of interest, the greater the degree of regression toward the mean is likely to be, and herein lies the main difficulty in interpreting changes in performance for high-achieving students. When a study focuses on a group with a mean score that differs from the overall mean, such as students in the top (or bottom three) test quartile(s), it may be difficult to distinguish real changes in performance over time from artificial changes due to measurement error. The practical importance of these observations is that income-based differences in observed persistence and improvement rates may be, at least in part, the result of test measurement error, and therefore not indicative of real differences in change in academic performance over time. In other words, differences in observed persistence and improvement rates may be due to measurement error and point-in-time differences in the test score distributions of lower- and higher-income students.

While most of the analyses in this report are based on test scores that are a composite of reading and math scores, we exploited these individual subject components in an attempt to remove the effects of regression toward the mean on estimates of persistence and improvement rates. The method we used relies on the validity of the assumption that true underlying ability in math and reading is correlated while measurement error in the respective test scores is not. While this is not a perfect method (since, for example, students in the data sets were assessed in both subjects on the same day), it is better than attempting to draw inferences about change in academic performance from the observed test scores without any form of adjustment. To compute the estimates of elementary school persistence and improvement rates, ECLS-K students in the first grade cohort were grouped according to their reading performance at first grade, but then assessed based on change in their math performance. Rates of persistence in the top math quartile between first and fifth grades were computed for students who were in the top reading quartile at first grade. (Another way of thinking about this approach is that students who were first grade high achievers in both reading and math were less likely to be in the top math quartile as a result of measurement error.) Using similar logic, rates of improvement into the top math quartile at fifth grade were computed for students who were in the bottom three math and reading quartiles at first grade. The same methodology was applied to the NELS eighth grade cohort to produce estimates of high school persistence and improvement rates. The resulting rates, given in Tables 5 and 6 below, are reasonable estimates of the true persistence and improvement rates provided the assumptions underlying the method hold.
### TABLE 5B: CONFIDENCE INTERVALS (95%) AROUND MATH PERSISTENCE AND IMPROVEMENT RATES FOR THE ECLS-K COHORT BETWEEN FIRST AND FIFTH GRADES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>LOWER-INCOME</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PERSISTENCE</td>
<td>IMPROVEMENT</td>
<td>PERSISTENCE</td>
<td>IMPROVEMENT</td>
<td>PERSISTENCE</td>
<td>DIFFERENCE = 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>(57%, 75%)</td>
<td>(56%, 95%)</td>
<td>(60%, 77%)</td>
<td>(13%, 18%)</td>
<td>(66, 77)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>(56, 81)</td>
<td>(4, 7)</td>
<td>(70, 83)</td>
<td>(9, 16)</td>
<td>(60, 77)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>(53, 76)</td>
<td>(33, 63)</td>
<td>(60, 77)</td>
<td>(13, 28)</td>
<td>(80, 98)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>(60, 80)</td>
<td>(5, 9)</td>
<td>(66, 77)</td>
<td>(12, 19)</td>
<td>(90, 98)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>(59, 83)*</td>
<td>(2, 8)</td>
<td>(66, 77)*</td>
<td>(4, 11)</td>
<td>(90, 98)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>(20, 83)</td>
<td>(6, 12)</td>
<td>(56, 81)</td>
<td>(8, 22)</td>
<td>(90, 98)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>(63, 100)*</td>
<td>(7, 22)</td>
<td>(80, 100)</td>
<td>(20, 42)</td>
<td>(90, 98)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates that the corresponding point estimate is based on a sample size smaller than 30 and therefore should be treated with caution.
### Table 6: Math Persistence and Improvement Rates for the NELS Cohort Between Eighth and Twelfth Grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Lower-Income</th>
<th>Higher-Income</th>
<th>P-value for Testing Income Difference = 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persistence</td>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>Persistence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Persistence – Likelihood of staying in the top math quartile (given performance in the top math and reading quartiles at eighth grade).
Improvement – Likelihood of moving into the top math quartile (given not in the top math or reading quartiles at eighth grade).

### Table 6B: Confidence Intervals (95%) Around Math Persistence and Improvement Rates for the NELS Cohort Between Eighth and Twelfth Grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Lower-Income</th>
<th>Higher-Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persistence</td>
<td>Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>(69%, 80%)</td>
<td>(3%, 5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>(66, 84)</td>
<td>(4, 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>(69, 80)</td>
<td>(2, 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>(70, 81)</td>
<td>(4, 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>(27, 85)</td>
<td>(0, 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>(56, 88)</td>
<td>(1, 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>(84, 100)</td>
<td>(1, 27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To compute the estimates in Table 7 below, ECLS-K students in the first grade cohort were grouped according to their math performance at first grade, but then assessed based on change in their reading performance. Rates of persistence in the top reading quartile between first and fifth grades were computed for students who were also in the top math quartile at first grade. Using similar logic, rates of improvement into the top reading quartile at fifth grade were computed for students who were in the bottom three math and reading quartiles at first grade. The resulting reading persistence and improvement rates are reasonable estimates of the true rates for each group provided the assumptions stated earlier hold.

**TABLE 7: READING PERSISTENCE AND IMPROVEMENT RATES FOR THE ECLS-K COHORT BETWEEN FIRST AND FIFTH GRADES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>LOWER-INCOME</th>
<th></th>
<th>HIGHER-INCOME</th>
<th></th>
<th>P-VALUE FOR TESTING INCOME DIFFERENCE = 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PERSISTENCE</td>
<td>IMPROVEMENT</td>
<td>PERSISTENCE</td>
<td>IMPROVEMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.1442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.0440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>50*</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>41*</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.6532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.3819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>41*</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Persistence – Likelihood of staying in the top reading quartile (given performance in the top math and reading quartiles at first grade).

Improvement – Likelihood of moving into the top reading quartile (given not in the top math or reading quartiles at first grade).

* Indicates that the estimate (or in the case of a p-value, one of its components) is based on a sample size smaller than 30 and therefore should be treated with caution.

**TABLE 7B: CONFIDENCE INTERVALS (95%) AROUND READING PERSISTENCE AND IMPROVEMENT RATES FOR THE ECLS-K COHORT BETWEEN FIRST AND FIFTH GRADES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>LOWER-INCOME</th>
<th></th>
<th>HIGHER-INCOME</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PERSISTENCE</td>
<td>IMPROVEMENT</td>
<td>PERSISTENCE</td>
<td>IMPROVEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>(47%, 65%)</td>
<td>(65%, 8%)</td>
<td>(65%, 74%)</td>
<td>(14%, 19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>(38, 62)</td>
<td>(5, 9)</td>
<td>(60, 75)</td>
<td>(11, 17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>(48, 75)</td>
<td>(5, 8)</td>
<td>(66, 77)</td>
<td>(15, 23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>(48, 70)</td>
<td>(6, 10)</td>
<td>(66, 76)</td>
<td>(14, 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>(18, 83)*</td>
<td>(4, 8)</td>
<td>(16, 67)*</td>
<td>(7, 18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>(31, 71)</td>
<td>(3, 8)</td>
<td>(49, 75)</td>
<td>(9, 22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>(22, 62)*</td>
<td>(3, 15)</td>
<td>(61, 86)</td>
<td>(7, 23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates that the corresponding point estimate is based on a sample size smaller than 30 and therefore should be treated with caution.
### TABLE 8: READING PERSISTENCE AND IMPROVEMENT RATES FOR THE NELS COHORT BETWEEN EIGHTH AND TWELFTH GRADES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Lower-Income</th>
<th>Higher-Income</th>
<th>P-Value for Testing Income Difference = 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persistence</td>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>Persistence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Persistence – Likelihood of staying in the top reading quartile (given performance in the top math and reading quartiles at eighth grade).
Improvement – Likelihood of moving into the top reading quartile (given not in the top math or reading quartiles at eighth grade).

### TABLE 8b: CONFIDENCE INTERVALS (95%) AROUND READING PERSISTENCE AND IMPROVEMENT RATES FOR THE NELS COHORT BETWEEN EIGHTH AND TWELFTH GRADES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Lower-Income</th>
<th>Higher-Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persistence</td>
<td>Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>(69%, 77%)</td>
<td>(5%, 7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>(55, 71)</td>
<td>(4, 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>(70, 85)</td>
<td>(4, 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>(65, 78)</td>
<td>(6, 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>(2, 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>(62, 92)</td>
<td>(3, 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>(64, 96)</td>
<td>(4, 14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The analyses of the postsecondary experiences of high-achieving twelfth graders are based on data from the National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS) and data from the Baccalaureate and Beyond Longitudinal Study (B&B). The NELS data enable a longitudinal study of the postsecondary experiences through 2000 of twelfth graders from the class of 1992. The B&B data were used for longitudinal analyses of the graduate experiences of 1993 bachelor’s degree recipients through 2003. Results from both surveys are representative of students in the survey base year. In other words, the NELS results are nationally representative of the experiences of a 1992 twelfth grade cohort through 2000; the B&B results are nationally representative of a 1993 cohort of bachelor’s degree recipients through 2003.

WHAT THESE DATA TELL US ABOUT THE POSTSECONDARY EXPERIENCE

It is important to understand that the NELS and B&B offer uniquely different perspectives on the postsecondary experience because of their relationship to the postsecondary pipeline. The NELS data offer a rich representative picture of twelfth graders who enter postsecondary education in the eight years following high school. This measure of entry accommodates the growing number of students who delay entry into postsecondary education. The eight-year duration also enables the analyses to capture the attainment of students who attend postsecondary education on a part-time basis. Both of these factors have grown in importance as relatively fewer students have followed the traditional progression of completing high school and continuing straight through college in four years. It is important to note that the NELS data are representative of a twelfth grade graduating cohort, not a first-year postsecondary education cohort, while the B&B data are representative of a bachelor’s-recipient cohort.

The B&B data offer a representative picture of students leaving four-year institutions who received a bachelor’s degree in 1993. This cohort encompasses a wide demographic and chronological catchment of college-going students. For example, these data are comprised of everyone from the traditional high school graduate who enters college and graduates in four years, to the retiree who decides to return to postsecondary education to obtain a bachelor’s degree after having previously dropped out of school.

DEFINING HIGH ACHIEVEMENT AND LOWER-INCOME

High achievement was defined for the NELS analyses using top quartile performance on survey-administered tests (described in Appendix A) at twelfth grade. For the B&B analyses, it was defined by a combined SAT/ACT quartile measure provided on the B&B data file (SA-TACTQ2). This measure assigns the SAT quartile ranking first and then the ACT quartile ranking in cases where the SAT measure is not valid. While a measure based on SAT/ACT scores may introduce some selection bias because it does not include students who took neither of these tests, this is the best nationally standardized achievement measure available in the B&B data.

Lower-income is defined as the bottom half of the family-size adjusted income distribution, detailed for the NELS in Appendix A. The B&B analyses are based on a definition of adjusted income that uses a composite of independent and dependent family income measures, CINCOME, and the family size variable, SFAMNUM.

ANALYTIC WEIGHTS

Analyses of the postsecondary experiences of the NELS cohort were conducted using the weight variable F4F2PNWT, which is appropriate for survey members who responded in 1992, 1994, and 2000. The variable WTC00, was used in the B&B analyses and is the appropriate longitudinal survey weight for respondents to the 1993 and 2003 surveys.

Because the NELS longitudinal weight, F4F2PNWT, led to an over-count of the number of twelfth grade lower-income high achievers, a minor weighting adjustment was made. The NELS longitudinal weight was multiplied by an appropriate scaling factor within racial groups. In essence, this procedure forced the estimate of the number of twelfth grade lower-income high achievers based on the longitudinal weight to be consistent with that based on the cross-sectional weight, while accounting for any underlying differences in demographic composition.

B&B POSTSECONDARY TABLES

It is important to note that these data are restricted to people who took the SAT or ACT. Roughly 20 percent of the unweighted sample did not take either exam and these students are disproportionately lower-income. However, the data do represent SAT/ACT test-taking history among the 1993 bachelor’s degree recipients. Note that the income measure is a combination of dependent and independent family-size adjusted income.
ENDNOTES

NOTE: References in the endnotes are cited in short form. See the bibliography for full citations.

1 See Appendix B, Number of High-Achieving Lower-Income Students in K–12.

2 See Appendix B, Number of High Achievers Eligible for Free or Reduced-Price Lunch.

3 See Appendix B, First Grade Representation by Gender, Urbanicity, and Race.

4 See Appendix B, First Grade Representation by Gender, Urbanicity, and Race. See also Meyers, Analysis of the 1996 Minnesota Basic Standards Test Data; Duncan and Magnuson, “Can Family Socioeconomic Resources Account for Racial and Ethnic Test Score Gaps?” and Gandara, Latino Achievement.

5 See Lee and Burkam, Inequality at the Starting Gate; Duncan and Magnuson, “Can Family Socioeconomic Resources Account for Racial and Ethnic Test Score Gaps?” and Duncan and Brooks-Gunn, Consequences of Growing Up Poor.

6 This estimate derives from the assumption that, absent the mediating effects of poverty on prenatal care and preschool learning, children from each half of the income distribution should more evenly share the top academic quartile in first grade (i.e., low-income high-achieving students should be approximately 50% of first graders in the top academic quartile). Subtracting the observed rate (28%) of low-income students among high achievers from the expected rate (50%), we estimate that 22% of the high-achieving first grade population are low-income students with potential to be high achievers who have not attained top-quartile levels of academic performance. Using 2004 enrollment data, this methodology produces an estimated loss of just over 200,000 students.


8 See Appendix A for a discussion of the analytic methodology for evaluating student performance. No nationally representative longitudinal studies currently exist to enable us to examine the achievement patterns of middle school students; however, no existing research demonstrates that the patterns observed in elementary and high school data would be different if middle school data were examined. The US Department of Education will be releasing middle school data from ECLS-K in September 2008, which should provide a bridge between elementary and high school longitudinal data.

9 Before controlling for regression toward the mean, the unadjusted data suggest that 50 percent of high-achieving lower-income students maintain their high achievement status in math during elementary school, compared with 65 percent of high-achieving students from the upper economic half. However, after attempting to control for regression toward the mean, the percentages become 66 and 72 percent, respectively.

10 Specifically, 18 percent of students from the top income quartile who performed in the bottom three academic quartiles in math rose into the top academic quartile during elementary school, while only 6 percent of students from the bottom economic quartile did so.

11 See Bridgeland, Dilulio, and Morison, The Silent Epidemic.
But, see Renzulli and Park, “Gifted Dropouts.” Renzulli and Park examine the dropout rates of gifted students, defined broadly as students either participating in a gifted program or taking three or more advanced-level classes. Using nationally representative longitudinal data they find that 48.18% of gifted dropout students were from the lowest quartile of socioeconomic status, while only 3.56% of gifted dropouts were from the top SES quartile.

See Appendix D, College Entry and Graduation Rates for a discussion of how “high-achieving” and “lower-income” were defined for postsecondary education.

Our analysis of NELS data reveals that 75% of all lower-income twelfth graders and 80% of twelfth graders overall enter some form of postsecondary education.

Since 2000, college tuitions have increased by more than 40%. See Lewis, “College Costs.” The College Board reports that the cost of tuition and fees at 4-year public and private institutions rose by an average of 6.1% in the year 2006-2007, and that there has been a 35% increase in inflation-adjusted average tuition and fees for in-state students at public four-year colleges since 2001-2002. See College Board, Trends in Higher Education.

See US Department of Education, “Federal Pell Grant.” The maximum Pell Grant available was raised for 2007-2008 to $4,310. See also Tomsho, “As Tuition Soars, Federal Aid to College Students Falls.” In the mid-1970s, a Pell Grant covered about 40% of the cost of tuition at a private 4-year college, while today, it covers just 15%. See Kahlenberg, “Left Behind” and College Board, Trends in Higher Education.

See Haycock, “Promise Abandoned” (Education Trust). The report finds that between 1995 and 2003, average institutional grant aid for students from families with incomes between $20,000 and $39,999 increased 32%, while for families making more than $100,000 the amount increased 254%. See also Sallie Mae Fund, “Strengthening Our Commitment to Access.”

Selectivity of an institution was defined according to the first four-year institution that a student attended as of 1994. Students who delayed college entry are not included in this analysis. The selectivity measure is based on the 1997 Barron’s measure. Special schools (art, music, etc) and other unrated schools are not included in the analyses. These data were provided by Anthony Carnevale and were based on his (1998) work on selectivity of schools. See Barron’s Guide to Colleges and Universities for a detailed description of how selectivity is defined. Among the several factors used, selectivity is most closely correlated with the average SAT/ACT scores of entrants.

The number of institutions at each level of selectivity measures comes from Barron’s Guide to American Colleges and Universities.

While not every student in the top academic quartile can gain admittance to a college in the top level of selectivity, recent analyses demonstrate that many students well-qualified for colleges in the top tier of selectivity nonetheless attend less selective colleges. See Hill and Winston, “How Scarce are High-Ability, Low-Income Students?”

A study by the Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance found that half of all college-qualified low- and moderate-income high school graduates will be unable to attend four-year colleges because of financial barriers. See Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance, “Empty Promises.” See also Sallie Mae Fund, “Strengthening Our Commitment to Access;” Davies and Guppy, “Fields of Study, College Selectivity, and Student Inequalities in Higher Education;” and Mortenson, “The Gated Communities of Higher Education.”
23 See Linnehan, Stonely and Weer, “High School Guidance Counselors.” Other complex academic, social, and cultural factors have been cited as making enrollment in selective schools more challenging for lower-income students than their more affluent peers. See, e.g., Terenzini, et al., “The Transition to College.”


25 See the Education Trust reports by Carey, “Choosing to Improve,” and Haycock, “Promise Abandoned.” See also Engle and O’Brien, “Demography Is Not Destiny” (Pell Institute).


27 See Lee and Burkam, Inequality at the Starting Gate. See also Duncan and Magnuson, “Can Family Socioeconomic Resources Account for Racial and Ethnic Test Score Gaps?”

28 See Conger, Conger, and Elder, “Family Economic Hardship and Adolescent Adjustment.”

29 Analysis of NELS 1992 data for this report shows that 75% of all students (regardless of achievement level) from the bottom half of the income distribution attend some form of postsecondary education, compared with 92% of all students from the top income half.

30 For example, projected growth in the next ten years in professional services (28 percent), health care (30 percent), and financial services (10.5 percent) significantly outpaces projections for manufacturing (-5 percent) and mining (-9 percent). See US Department of Labor, “Employment by Major Industry Sector: 1994, 2004 and Projected 2014.”


32 For instance, the average annual earnings among African-American males are $53,000 for those with a bachelor’s degree compared to $21,800 for high school graduates and $29,600 for those with some college. For all males, those with a college education earned 87 percent more than those with only high school diplomas in 2004, compared to only 50 percent in 1975. See Economic Report of the President.

33 See Baum and Payea, “Education Pays” (College Board). See also Institute for Higher Education Policy, “The Investment Payoff.”

34 See Education Trust, “The ABCs of AYP.”

35 Recent research suggests that the focus on proficiency leads schools to focus on those students nearest the margin of proficiency, rather than all students, limiting the gains of students at the top and the bottom of the achievement spectrum. See Neal and Schanzenbach, “Left Behind by Design.”

36 Evidence suggests that using curricula designed for gifted students actually benefits the lowest-performing students most. See Swanson, “Breaking Through Assumptions about Low-Income, Minority Gifted Students.”

37 Section 1111 (b)(2)(C) of NCLB requires that student achievement data be disaggregated for racial and ethnic groups, by gender, for students with disabilities, for migrant children, and for students classified as economically disadvantaged, typically defined as students receiving free or reduced-price lunch, provided there are sufficient numbers of students in the category to allow for a statistically valid result.
This analysis is based on a review of state education department Web sites and contact with state education agencies to locate disaggregated performance data for the 2005-06 and 2004-05 school years. Overall, more disaggregated performance data were available for the 2005-06 school than in previous years. Among states with available data, each state’s standard for measuring advanced performance is different from that used by other states. The following chart provides an example of the variation in the percentages of economically disadvantaged students scoring at advanced reading levels in grade four in 2005-06 as reported by six different states. It does not seem reasonable that economically disadvantaged students in Alabama score at advanced levels at four times the rate of those students in Maryland, or that those in Virginia score at advanced levels at a rate 12.5 times that of students in Massachusetts. Rather, a good part of this variance results from differences in state assessments and in how performance levels are defined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>Alabama</th>
<th>Maryland</th>
<th>Virginia</th>
<th>Delaware</th>
<th>Massachusetts</th>
<th>Illinois</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% of low-income students performing at “advanced” in 4th grade reading in 2005-06</td>
<td>38.0%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology in Alexandria, Virginia, and the Bronx High School of Science in New York City are two examples of high-performing magnet schools that educate some lower-income students. The Knowledge is Power Program (KIPP) charter schools also have educated thousands of lower-income students across the country, many of whom achieve at advanced levels.

While we cannot inventory every one of these programs in the report, several programs worth mentioning include the Goldman Sachs Foundation’s Next Generation Venture Fund, Duke University’s Talent Identification Program, Johns Hopkins University’s Center for Talented Youth, Northwestern University’s Center for Talent Development, the University of Denver’s Rocky Mountain Talent Search, the Jack Kent Cooke Foundation’s Young Scholars Program, the Higher Achievement Program, Prep for Prep, Harvard University’s Crimson Academy, and Princeton University’s Preparatory Program.

See Plank and Jordan, “Effects of Information, Guidance, and Actions on Postsecondary Destinations.” See also Linnehan, Stonely and Weer, “High School Guidance Counselors.”

Eleven highly selective and state flagship colleges and universities nationwide have over the past two years initiated programs that train recent graduates and place them in high schools with large numbers of low-income students. See, for example, http://www.virginia.edu/cue/guide.html for a description of the initial college guide program.

Over the past several years, a number of highly selective public and private colleges and universities have engaged in visible efforts to attract more low-income students by replacing loans with institutional grants and other forms of aid. See, e.g., Hoxby, et al., “Cost Should Be No Barrier: An Evaluation of the First Year of Harvard’s Financial Aid Initiative.” See also, “Duke to Receive $10 Million for its Financial Aid Initiative.”


Two examples of successful programs that help lower-income high achievers excel in college are: (1) the Meyerhoff Scholarship Program at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County, which recruits the nation’s most promising science students, provides them intensive support in learning communities, and sends them to science graduate programs at
remarkable rates, and (2) the Posse Foundation, which partners with selective colleges and universities to recruit lower-income students, assess those students based on broader criteria than are typically used in college admissions, and send them to college in cohorts. For information on the Meyerhoff program see http://www.umbc.edu/meyerhoff/; for information on the Posse Foundation, see http://www.possefoundation.org. Also, see the Questbridge Program (http://www.questbridge.org/index.html).

46 See, for example, the extensive body of work by Dr. Vincent Tinto, Professor and Chair of the Higher Education Program at the School of Education at Syracuse University (CV with a list of published work available at http://soeweb.syr.edu/intranet/secure/UserFiles/File/TINTO_VITA06.pdf), including "Moving From Theory to Action: Building a Model of Institutional Action for Student Success," National Postsecondary Education Cooperative, Washington, DC: US Department of Education, 2006. See also Engle and O’Brien, “Demography is Not Destiny” (Pell Institute) for an analysis of practices at large public institutions with high graduation rates for low-income students.

47 The US Department of Education requires all private and public postsecondary institutions to report data on the number of students entering the institution full-time for a first-time degree, disaggregated by race/ethnicity and gender but not by income or Pell Grant recipient status. The data are collected and reported through the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds. The National Center for Education Statistics also runs a number of large surveys, such as the Beginning Postsecondary Students Longitudinal Study (BPS), but these surveys do not collect institution-specific data. See also Ewell and Boeke, "Critical Connections;" National Center for Higher Education Management Systems, "Harnessing the Potential for Research of Existing Student Records Databases."

48 See Engle and O’Brien, “Demography is Not Destiny” (Pell Institute) for a discussion of state and institutional policies impacting retention efforts at these institutions and recommendations for improving the availability and use of such retention data for low-income students.


50 See Lee and Burkam, Inequality at the Starting Gate.

51 See Lee and Burkam, Inequality at the Starting Gate. See also US Department of Education, The Condition of Education.

52 See VanTassel-Baska and Willis, “A Three-Year Study of the Effects of Low Income on SAT Scores among the Academically Able.”

53 See Klopfenstein, “Advanced Placement.”

54 See Bedsworth, Colby, and Doctor, Reclaiming the American Dream. See also Hebel, “The Graduation Gap”; Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance, “Empty Promises”; Haveman and Smeeding, “The Role of Higher Education in Social Mobility”; Muraskin and Lee, “Raising the Graduation Rates of Low Income College Students.”

55 McCall, Hauser, Cronin, Kingsbury, and Houser (2006) examine test data from Northwest Evaluation Association tests of students in grades three through eight. Measuring the summer growth by testing students during the spring and fall of the same calendar year, the study finds that while most students’ scores improve after the summer, those who scored highest in the spring actually had lower scores when re-tested in the fall. While this is found to be true for students from all schools, the summer loss was significantly higher for students from schools with 51%-100% eligibility for free or reduced-price lunch than for those in the schools with 0%-25% eligibility. See McCall, et al., Achievement Gaps.
See Renzulli and Park, “Gifted Dropouts.”


Both the ECLS-K and the NELS assessments used adaptive testing to route individual students to appropriately complex second-stage tests based on earlier performance.

For the small number of students having only a reading or mathematics score but not both, the composite was based on the single available test score.

Note, however, that the ECLS-K cohort was not freshened to make it nationally representative for third and fifth grades.

Attempts were made to test students in the ECLS-K and the NELS regardless of their grade status.

See Johnson, Smeeding, and Torrey, “Economic Inequality through the Prisms of Income and Consumption.”


See Rose and Hartmann, *Still a Man’s Labor Market: The Long-Term Earnings Gap*.

The past trend data contained in the Projections of Education Statistics provide year-by-grade enrollment data. The private school enrollment data were not useful because they are too highly aggregated. Tom Snyder of NCES provided private school enrollment data for the appropriate years. While these data are based on the Private School Survey, Mr. Snyder had extrapolated several years of the data because the Private School Survey is not fielded every year, and he fully qualified the experimental nature of these data.

There were 52,375,000 students enrolled in all grades K-12 in 2004 based on the NCES public and private school enrollment data provided by NCES. Multiplying this enrollment by .065 (the average proportion of students per grade who are high-achieving and from lower-income families) results in 3.4 million.

As mentioned in Appendix A, ECLS-K data on family size were derived from information about family composition.

See US Department of Health and Human Services, “Prior HHS Poverty Guidelines and Federal Register References.”

The distributions do not necessarily sum to 100 percent across categories because students with a missing value for a particular characteristic were included in the denominator of the calculation but not the numerator. Also, the “American Indian, mixed, and other race” category was excluded due to small sample sizes.


Use of the twelfth grade cross-sectional weight (F2QWT) produced an estimated population of approximately 165,000 lower-income high achievers while the longitudinal weight (F4F2PNWT) led to an estimate of 173,000. This finding is not surprising because non-response adjustments due to attrition would not have been targeted toward preserving estimates of lower-income high achievers.
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